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Academic Services Center: 
Helping Students "Shein" 
By Deirdre Faughey 
IN AN EFFORT TO CREATE a support sys-
tem for a students facing difficulties succeeding 
academically, Bard recently established the 
Academic Services Center, under the aegis of 
newly appointed D ean of Studies Jonathan 
Becker. 
The director of the semester-old program is 
Mr. David Shein, who when asked about the type 
of assistance the Center offers, replied, "You 
name it, we've got it. Academic Services is in the 
business of providing academic support to peo-
ple-tutoring, time management, study skills, 
writing skills-any sort of help people need with 
their academic work." While the Tutors won't 
actually write your Shakespeare paper for you, or 
take the Q test in your place; their job is to help 
students access the knowledge and the skills to 
do these things better themselves 
"We've got some crack Peer Tutors," says 
Shein. Last semester, before the program was 
officially up and running, Jonathan Becker sent a 
memo out to all faculty that asked them to recommend 
students that would make good Peer Tutors. 
Most of the Tutors are upper classmen who have 
good grades, a faculty referral, and pass Shein's 
informal interview process. They are asked to 
concisely explain their process of helping students. 
If Shein is pleased with the student's conversa-
tional skills and their attitude towards the tutor-
ing program, they are assigned a student to work 
with, and required to attend bi-monthly training 
sessions where they learn about the philosophy of 
tutoring and the role ofTutors. Shein stresses the 
importance of a student's academic development, 
which a tutor can help astudent improve if he or 
she is an active listener, instead of simply a benev-
olent dictator. 
"The overall theory," he says, "is that the stu-
dents who are having technical difficulties typi-
cally need to hone their skills, or there is some bit 
of knowledge that they are missing." So far, a good 
many students have continued work with their 
tutors after an initial session, and many have 
.. . continued on next page 
Ten Students Risk Arrest at 
School of Americas Protest 
Bard students join 12,000 activists in mass non-violent civil disobedience 
By Michael Chamledes 
ON NOVEMBER 19th, 10 Bard students went 
to Fort Benning, Georgia to join 12,ooo activists 
in the 10th Annual protest of the U.S. Army's 
School of the Americas (SOA) Thousands of stu-
dents, "Veterans for Peace," members of the War 
Resister's League, Anarchists, and Catholics; 
along with Actor Martin Sheen, and U.S. House 
Representative Cynthia McKinney (D-GA), 
attended the rally, to stand up for the closing of 
the military training school. 
The SOA, often nicknamed the "School of 
Assassins," trains Latin American soldiers in com-
bat, counter-insurgency, and counter-narcotics, 
according to U.S. foreign policies initiatives that 
support various militaristic governments in Latin 
America. 
Graduates, who learn torture techniques, 
among other violent tactics, have been responsible 
for some of the worst moral atrocities in Latin 
America. SOA's nearly 6o,ooo alumni include 
notorious dictators Manuel Noriega and Omar 
Torrijos of Panama, Leopolda Galtieri and 
Roberto Viola of Argentina, Juan Velasco 
Alvarado of Peru, Guillermo Rodriguez from 
Ecuador, and Hugo Banzer Suarez of Bolivia. As 
cited by a United Nations Truth Commission, 
lower-level SOA graduates have participated in 
human rights abuses that include the assassination 
of Archbishop Oscar Romero and the El Mozote 
Massacre of 900 civilians. SOA graduates are 
regularly blamed for violent acts against non-violent 
activists, priests, nuns, and children in a number 
of Latin American countries. 
The demonstration honored the roth 
anniversary of the murder of six Jesuit priests, 
their housekeeper, and her daughter in El 
Salvador by SOA graduates. The Bard students 
joined 4,398 others in civil disobedience as they 
entered into the military base. The line crossing 
was led by a solemn procession of protesters in 
black mourning shrouds who carried full-sized 
coffins and tiny, white child-sized coffms to sym-
bolize the thousands of men, women, and chil-
dren who have died or "disappeare~" at the hands 
of graduates of the school. 
The civilly-disobedient held the main road 
entering the base for six and half hours before 
marching out of the base and rejoining the legal 
protest. Sixty-five activists were arrested and 23 
will be prosecuted. No Bard students were arrest-
ed. 
The mere size of the demonstration confirmed 
the huge success of the event for activists in support 
of the closing of the school. This year's protest 
involved twice as many people as a similar protest 
that took place last year, in which 2,319 people, 
including five Bard students, crossed the lines. 
Excluding the recent WTO protests, the action 
marked the largest civil disobedience demonstra-
tion in the U.S. since the sixties. 
Eli Resnick, a Bard participant in the protest 
noted that "it was just a trip to let the govern-
ment know that its citizens aren't all asleep." 
Every year, Congress votes on whether to 
close the SOA, and every year the vote gets closer 
to shutting it down. 
Students interested in future protest events can 
contact the Student Labor Coalition or Emma 
Kreyche at ek663@bard.edu or X4553· 
East Timorese Leader Visits] akarta 
Former political prisoner meets with Indonesian President Wahid 
By Kacey Cohen 
RELEASED FROM AN INDONESIAN prison 
less than three months ago, former guerrilla 
leader "Xanana" Gusmao returned to Indonesia's 
capital, Jakarta, on Tuesday, November 30 to 
meet with Indonesia's new president 
Abdurrahrnan W ahid. Gusmao is expected to 
become the first leader of an independent East 
Timor. This was his first time visiting the capital 
since Jakarta relinquished control of East Timor 
in October. 
Before meeting with President Wahid, 
Gusmao visited Cipinang prison where he spent 
part of the seven years he was a political prisoner 
of Indonesia. Although he was released in 
September, eighteen East Timorese political 
acivist leaders remain there behind bars. 
The Associated Press quoted Gusmao saying 
"We start now a new relationship between East 
Timor and Indonesia. We are committed to do 
our best to create a cooperative, friendly and 
good relationship between the two countries." 
In the meeting, Gusmao asked for Wahid's 
assistance in the repatriation of the 13o,ooo 
refugees in Indonesian-held camps in West 
Timor. The two men also discussed the release of 
the twenty-one East Timorese political prisoners 
still held by Indonesia. Wahid said that he would 
soon approve amnesty for them. President 
Wahid also promised to establish close ties with 
East Timor, making amends for its brutal military 
occupation. The two men also discussed re-estab-
lishing commercial flights between Bali and East 
Timor, as well as the possibility of Indonesian 
companies taking part in the rebuilding of the 
territory. 
"All in all, this was a very good meeting and 
the two countries now can continue to look to 
the future and forget about the past," the 
Associated Press quotes Wahid saying. 
Although Gusmao too wishes to "look to the 
future," he is ~g¥ forget the past. He 
maintains the belief that Indonesia's military is 
responsible for planning and overseeing the 
attacks on East Timor after it voted overwhelm-
ingly for independence in August. Gusmao said 
that Indonesia's Kopassus special forces continue 
to back the anti-independence militias in West 
Timor. Gusmao puts the blame not only on the 
Kopassus, but especially on the shoulders of former 
military commander General Wiranto. Gusmao 
said he had asked Wiranto repeatedly to prevent 
the attacks in which hundreds of thousands East 
Timorese fled their homes or were forcibly sent 
to the camps in West Timor. Wiranto stepped 
down as armed forces chief in October because 
he had been appointed coordinating minister for 
political and security affairs in Wahid's govern-
ment. U.N. officials and a state appointed 
... continued on next page 
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"Avoiding vagueness": David Shein. reviewing a student's paper. 
East T imor continued ... 
Indonesian investigative team also say that the 
army and police were responsible for the 
September rampage that devastated East Timor. 
Mr. Gusmao and Mr. Jose Ramos-Horta, an East 
Timorese Nobel Peace laureate who accompa-
nied Gusmao to J akarta, urged Indonesia to thor-
oughly investigate the destruction that occurred 
in the wake of the August 30 vote for indepen-
dence. T hey believe those responsible for that 
destruction are also behind the destabilizing of 
provinces such as Irian J aya and Aceh. 
Thousands of pro-independence demonstra-
tors rallied in Irian Jaya's capital, Jayapura, on 
Thursday, November 25. Indonesian police said 
they had to drag protesters out of a church, but 
denied reports that they had opened fi re and 
wounded twenty-eight people. In Aceh, a group 
known as Solidarity for the Integrity of the 
People of Aceh, declared that it would hold a ref-
erendum on ending Indonesian rule if Jakarta 
refused to conduct the vote. President Wahid 
has been under increasing pressure to calm this 
province at the northern tip of Sumatra where 
constant and increasing demands for freedom 
threaten to inspire rebellion in much of the rest 
of the Indonesian archipelago. Wahid said he 
would allow a referendum on independence, but 
later recanted, saying he was instead willing to 
allow Acehnese to vo te on either main taining the 
status quo or enhancing autonomy. 
Although separatist tension has been churn-
ing for decades in the resource-rich provinces on 
New Guinea island, it was sparked to full life this 
year by East T imor's vote for independence and 
growing pressure in Aceh for an independence 
referendum. Irian J aya seperatists claim J akarta 
has been plundering the province's natural 
resources with little offered in return. Ramos-
Horta told CNN "If they do lose Aceh, those 
responsible are the same ones who made 
Indonesia lose East Timor, because of their arro-
gance, their violence, their torture." 
Since the vote for independence in August, 
the bloodshed in East Timor has resulted in sev-
eral hundred fatalities, although tens of thou-
sands of East Timorese remain missing. Despite 
the violence and brutality, Gusmao believes it is 
important to gain friendly peaceful ties with 
Indonesia. BBC News quotes Gusmao saying 
"We can choose our friends , but not our neigh-
bors, and Indonesia is an important neighbor for 
East Timor." 
Academics continued. 
begun to see improvement in their work. 
Before coming to Bard, Shein taught philos-
ophy and directed the Instructional Support 
Services and the CORE Program at Lehman 
College, a four-year school in the Bronx within 
the City University of New York. 
In addition to directing the Academic 
Services program at Bard, Shein teaches a 
Freshman Seminar class. He is also the college's 
compliance officer for the Americans with 
Disabilities Act, of section 504 of the 1974 
Rehabilitation Act. Students with learning and 
psychological disabilities (such as Attention 
Deficit Disorder, Dislexia, and Obsessive 
Compulsive Disorder) can see him in order to get 
the documentation required for any necessary 
classroom accomodations. 
"Bard is a really, really, good school," says 
Shein. "I'm terribly impressed with the excite-
ment here. There's a pulse to this place, which 
makes it a really neat place to be." New to living 
in a rural area, Shein seems generally happy with 
his decision to leave New York City; he says he 
gets excited when he sees a buck with antlers on 
the side of the road, and is in the midst of care-
fully decorating his new office with framed 
antique Grateful Dead posters. 
The future of Academic Services is the 
popularization and expansion of the program; 
special programs, such as Q Exam and paper-
writing workshops and Freshman Seminar d is-
cussion groups, are already in the works. If 
Academic Services does as well in the coming 
year as it has already done in the past few 
months, the program will thrive, and Bard will no 
dents o u t in the cold. As Shein says, "it's an excit-
ing time for Academic Services." 
As always, the Observer is 
looking for writers, photogra-
phers, designers, etc. Next 
semester, we will especially 
be seeking new il lustrators, 
reviewers, and an advertising 
manager (a paid position! ) . 
Interested? Call x713 1 . 
A SLICE OF NEW YORK! 
WE DELIVER TO YOUR ROOM! 
TIVOLI 757-2000 
$2 off with this · -ad 
Good on any purchase of large pizza or dinner 
(cannot be combined ,with any Qther cQupons. or specials) 
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Fostering Multicultural Growth and Understanding at Bard 
Office of Multicultural Affairs organizes programs targeting diversity issues 
By Rafi Rom 
SINCE ITS CREATIO a year ago, the 
Office of Multicultural Affairs has worked to 
address diversity issues at all levels of the Bard 
College community. 
Led by Associate Dean of Students Nicole 
Woods, the department is designed to "create 
opportunities for students, faculty, and staff to 
explore issues of race on a cultural and communi-
ty level." The goals are broad enough to evolve, 
over time, with the needs of the community. 
As of now, the majority of activities take 
place in her office in Ludlow, but Woods has 
many community-wide programs already in the 
works. 
With a grant from the Hewlett Foundation, 
Woods set up the "Diversity and Inclusion 
Board," a "campus wide strategic planning board 
to deal with issues of diversity," just this semes-
ter. "The board will help foster a sense of inclu-
sion, but will also respect differences," Woods 
added. It will also deal with how destructive neg-
ative racial perceptions can be, and what can be 
done to alleviate these problems. 
The Board aims to have 30 to 40 members, 
and will deal with all issues relating to race and 
ethnicity at Bard. "It is not a glorified town meet-
ing," Woods said. ''The time will come when 
there will be open forums, but a large group can 
not make decisions. It is important that a 
small, but representative group of people can 
act." 
Woods is also organizing a series of lectures 
titled Race Examined/Analyzing the Legacy 
(R.E.A.L.). On November 4, the first speaker, 
Regina! Blackston, came to Bard to discuss race 
and sexuality. Eventually, this series will bring at 
least four speakers, ranging from unestablished 
"We are such a young 
office that we are still cre-
ating a firm foundation in 
the community," says 
Woods. 
academics to very well-koown scholars, per year. 
The department will also offer a series of 
workshops on "cultural consciousness," that will 
deal with "issues of identity, cultural justice, and 
their affects on Bard and the nation," Woods 
said. Small group motivational discussions will 
also be held. 
Reaching out to the surrounding communi-
ties is another part of the work of the office. One 
example is "Beyond the Horizon" a summer pro-
gram fostering relationships with children from 
the Hudson Valley and student counselors. 
Other long-term goals include a diversity 
conference at Bard, a series of publications and 
videos outlining Bard's work to increase diversity 
and multicult:ural awareness, and help in increasing 
the number of students and faculty of color at 
Bard. 
But for now, Woods is trying to establish the 
department's place on campus. "We are such a 
young office that we are still creating a firm foun-
dation in the community. I do a lot of work with 
student and community groups." 
LASO President Ariana Stokas confirms 
that, "the office of multicultural affairs has made 
a concerted effort to address issues of multicul-
turalism at Bard." 
Woods began her interest in multicultural 
affai rs in high school. She nurtured her passionate 
interest through graduate school, where she 
received a Master's Degree in Higher Education. 
"I do believe helping students understand 
themselves as racial and ethnic beings is part of 
my purpose," Woods said. "Understanding simi-
larities and differences is a fundamental element 
of communication." 
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"Ample alcohol helped people 
suspend disbelief and to get into a 
beach-party mood." 
Photographs by Samuel Lucey 
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V> WITH NEARLY TWENTY MEN listed on 
Sierra Leone Benefits From Student 
Auction and Revelry at Beach Party 
By David Porter Miller and Shoshana Winer 
COMONA W ANNALEIYA, a beach party held 
Friday, December 3 in the Old Gym as a benefit 
for war-torn Sierra Leone, was an unequivocal 
success, raising over $750. The brain-child of 
Bard-Aid, a relatively young organization dedi-
cated to sending aid to ailing regions of the globe, 
the party was produced as a joint endeavor with 
the Queer Alliance and Minor Demon & Co. 
Hundreds of bodies, adorned with plethoras 
of plastic leis, swayed and shimmied around the 
dance floor to the very best of music-they-
remember-from-the-seventh-grade. In one corner, 
1400 pounds of sand provided grainy 
entertainment for bare-legged Bardians in beach 
attire. On stage and delighting in their own self-
objectification, hopeful auctionees danced, 
twirled batons, strutted around, seduced innocent 
bystanders, and bared plenty of flesh in an effort 
to coax boisterous bidding wars from the floor. 
Despite the seasonal irony of a beach party 
in December, students gleefully arrived in swim-
suits, bikinis, and in some cases, thongs, and 
upon giving a donation, each was immediately 
lei-ed. The gym was decked out with beach 
murals, fake palm trees, and even a bubble 
machine. Ample alcohol helped people suspend 
disbelief and get into a beach-party mood. 
But the main attraction of the event was the 
HOLIDAYS PARllES 
ETHNIC AMERICAN fOOD 
EXonc COCKTAilS 
lT9 NOITH, UPPER REDHOOK 
2 MILES NORTH Of 199 
JmRSEQIOft Rmt00K, MY . 
human auction. More than fifteen young men 
and women hoisted themselves upon the auction 
block; each was given a moment to demonstrate 
a talent, or to simply strip and be ogled. Finally, 
the auction began, with auctioneer Marisa 
Silverman whipping the crowd into a frenzy. 
Bidding started at 200 Botstein Bucks-a special 
currency devised for the event and sporting the 
eerily similar visages of Leon Bot~tein and Jack 
Nicholson-and people sold for anywhere from 
300 to 46oo Botstein Bucks (the latter earning 
well over $40). The auction alone raised more 
than $wo. 
"The auction would not have been so sue-
cessful if not for the creativity of the auctionees," 
said organizer Kerry Chance. "All of them really 
used the talent showcase to do whatever was 
necessary to entertain and to get people to buy." 
Highlights included Ashton Morris' ass, 
Dages Keates and Bradley Hirsch's choreo-
graphed flirtat ions, and "Fireman" Dan Halpert's 
appearance in a firefighter's helmet ... and little 
else. 
While, unfortunately, President Botstein 
did fail to show up in a speedo, the event was a 
rousing success and will likely beget similar char-
itable events in the future . 
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this season's squash team's roster, the regionally 
competing Bard Men's Squash Team looks 
stronger than ever. Thanks to three coaches, the 
return of four out of seven of last year's top play-
ers, and anqther ten new players, the mere size of 
this year's program has taken many by surprise. 
This is all fine, but they shouldn't get 
cocky-Bard's team hasn't won a meet in two 
years. In fact, the team won only eight individ-
ual matches last season, half of those thanks to 
one player who has fortunately returned. That's 
not all; adding to the team's troubled past is a 
formidable future. Bard, usually facing stiff com-
petition from division rivals such as Vassar and 
Fordham, is now slated to battle the squash pow-
erhouses of Franklin & Marshall, George 
Washington, and Northwestern. 
To win a meet, one team must win five out 
of nine individual matches, and this is where 
Bard's numbers will boost the team. Assistant 
coach, David Ames, sums it up, ''When we have 
twenty men to choose from, that's going to make 
the nine who play the meet that much better." 
Depth is the key to any successful squash pro-
gram. 
"We want to kick some ass this year," says 
Chris Greene, one of the top returning players. 
''We played some tough matches last year and {I} 
feel that as well as we played in those, add the 
new guys, and we should be able to take a couple 
meets." Though the majority of new players are 
freshmen, a promising sign for coming teams, 
two seniors: Ted Hudson and Bret Beyer have 
joined up for their first experience in inter-colle-
giate competitive sports. 
Why the success in recruitment this year? 
An interested and somewhat athletic freshman 
class, combined with heavy recruiting by return-
ing players, and a fall squash clinic run by the two 
assistant coaches and Bard grads David Ames '92, 
and Jason Palvacheck '99, all contributed to its 
success. With prospects already lined up for next 
year, Assistant Coach David Ames gives his 
analysis of Bard's prospects: "It's all about long-
term investments. The more work we do now, 
the more we'll see the results in years to come." 
With a o-5 record, having played five match-
es in the past three weeks, the once raving 
Raptors are finally coming back to earth. 
Though losing 9-0 (in individual matches) in 
their first contest against Tufts, the Raptors did 
have some strong individual showings. Also, last 
Saturday, at a three-way tournament at Fordam 
University, Chris Green won his first match this 
year against St. Lawrence, along with two first 
year players, Baser and Naimur. Bard lost the 
meet 3-6. 
In spite of the lost matches, vindication may 
yet be at hand. With a thirty-day break to work 
out kinks in the system, the team has vowed to 
thrash someone when they return-their first 
match is January 30, at Vassar playing Hobart, 
Haverford, and Vassar. Until that point, why not 
feel good about thinking of unattained victories 
and ivy-league glories? It is, after all, a Bard 
sports tradition. 
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Art Review 
Calendars, Puberty, and Snapshots of a Life 
Recent exhibits at the CCS continue to intrigue and interest 
By Lauren Killian 
Calendar ::woo 
For contemporary artist Donald Moffet, the 
month of June can be depicted by only one color 
-a deep cobalt blue. Moffet is one artist among 
184 who contributed an image representing a 
month for Calendar 2000. 
Calendar 2000 answers the question: what 
images should represent this pivotal year? Or 
rather it answers the question several times over, 
in the fifteen different calendars diplayed in the 
exhibit. Some calendars include a bonus month 
so as not to exclude any work the Curitorial 
Center received. The varied works in the calen-
dar come in the form of photography, painting, 
drawings and collage. Some of the works corre-
spond with traditional images associated with a 
particular month while others are more personal 
or esoteric. 
For photographer Olafur Eliasson, 
September is represented by a young girl in a 
sweater and galoshes pulled over the bottoms of 
her jeans. She collects pebbles from a puddle, 
maybe somewhere on the outskirts of a north-
eastern lake. The photograph captures the 
briskness of a day that does not yet call for over-
coats, and the innocence of a child who is not yet 
concerned with more than autumn and pebbles. 
Other representations, though more difficult 
to contextualize, are likewise fascinating. Anish 
Kapoor portrays March as a red and magenta 
blotch of ink fading dramatically into a feathery 
black background. Karen Kilimnik defines 
February in the puzzling sentence, "She's gawky 
and skinny, but on her it looks wonderful," that 
perhaps tells of the bitterness of winter months. 
One idea that pervades the enitire exhibit is 
that a story cannot be told in one way. Although 
we may attach general meanings to a particular 
month, personal associations recalled by remem-
bering scenes from life also form our conceptions 
of time and space. 
The Familiars 
Another exhibit at CCS, The Familiars, is the 
collaborative effort of Kiki Smith and composer 
and Bard graduate Margaret De Wys. 
Accompanying the art of this exhibit is music 
that can be heard even in the space of other 
exhibits. Also included are drawings of pubescent 
girls and wild animals that are part of a project 
that Kiki Smith conducted with several colleges. 
Smith explained that the project was inspired by 
the 1894 Edward Munch painting, "Puberty", 
showing a young, nude girl on the edge of a bed. 
According to her, the beasts are indicative of the 
common presence of animals as "the diabolical 
escorts in historical depiction of witches." 
De Wys' music provides a useful background 
for the art, as wind and howling adds to the wild-
ness of nature in the pieces. One of the two girls 
that appears in the illustrations is young and 
looks confused. Her hands cover her crotch, her 
knees knocked together, and her feet are splayed 
outward. The other girl, in contrast, seems wise 
beyond the years of adolecence. Her eyes have 
the intelligent look of a middle-aged woman, and 
her skin is, in some places, wrinkled. Her body is 
much more curved that the average pubescent 
girl. All this perhaps alludes to the certain kind of 
power within some young adults beginning to 
define their worlds. This theme is apparent in 
one drawing in which the girl has conquered a 
wolf which lies beneath her with his legs curled 
up in submission. In the other images, it is often 
hard to tell whether the wolves are embracing or 
attacking the girls. In some, such as 
the three drawings in white chalk on black paper, 
the girl seems almost peripheral to the animals. 
A video is included in this exhibit and works 
to hold it together. In an open room without 
chairs, viewers can watch a dark and 
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Toy Story 2 is Twice the Tech and Twice the Fun 
By Rafi Rom 
THE PIXAR/DISNEY team up is 
back once again, for their third fea-
ture film release in exactly four 
years. Following the success of Toy 
Story (it grossed over $360 million 
world wide) and Seven Samurai 
inspired A Bugs Life, comes Toy Story 
2, the follow up to the magical world 
of toys first introduced in 1996. 
The toys, including the cowardly 
tyrannosaurus "Rex" (Wall ace 
Shawn), Mr. Potato Head (Don 
Rickles) and Slinky Dog (Jim 
Varney) pass through a total of 18 
different sets, a record amount for a 
fully digital movie. 
more cool things with the charac-
ters." 
To optimize this new technolo-
Pixar/Disney feature-lengths, creat-
ed the original story line back in 
1996 with the help of Pete Doctor, 
Ash Brannon and Andrew Stanton. 
" was tremendously affected by 
In the sequel, released over 
Thanksgiving weekend, Woody 
(Tom Hanks) is "toynapped" by AI 
McWhiggin (Wayne Knight), when 
he is found out to be a very valuable 
doll based on "Woody's Roundup", a 
fictional TV show specially created 
for the movie. The rest of the toys, 
led by Buzz Lightyear (Tim Allen), 
decide to rescue Woody, although 
content in his new home where he 
receives the attention he so desires. 
Of course, the mission, which 
includes a trek across a fully 
designed ten square block down-
town area, is not without adventure. 
Pixar, who first hit the comput-
erized animation scene with shorts 
like Luxo Jr. and Tin Toy (a 1988 
Academy Award Winner), created 
new technology to make this $90 
million dollar sequel better techni-
cally than the first. Since the original 
Toy Story, computer technology has 
allowed for much more detailed 
facial expressions, allowing the 6o 
animators working on the fUm to 
create more animated toys. 
Associate Technical Director 
Oren Jacob said "the lead characters 
are probably twice as complicated 
under the hood as they were in the 
first fUm. The animators have better 
controls, and the improvements in 
lighting and shading allow us to do 
ment th 
napped," Woody meets fellow 
"Woody's Roundup" counterparts 
Jessie (Joaft-1"€usack), lnd The 
Prospector (Kelsey Grammer). 
Besides facial expressions for 
the toys, the animated humans in 
the movie were also improved. Over 
1o,ooo images were used for various 
shades of skin, anii human and ani-
mal hair was composed of millio 
of separate strands. 
The 1200 mo9el pack$..(props, 
buildings, etc) further 
improved upon ,Since Pixar's last 
release A Bugs · e, which revolu-
tionized co puterized organic 
shapes. Now1 once stagnant bac -
grounds axtbr d lifelike. 
John Lass or of T<ry 
Story 2 and the receding 
rank Capra and the way his films 
grab your head and your emotions. 
We tried to do that with Toy Story 2 
... It's a classic Disney tradition and 
we've put that into this new medi-
not 
cuts, and 
is as well, to 
give Toy Story 2 a "vividly realistic, 
photographic look, says co-director 
Lee Unkric , 
Toy Story 2 will be followed by at 
least tw more Pixar/Disney collab-
Mtmiters?Iiu.1 the 
mov-ie current-
\and slated for 
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0 creening the 
Apocalyps 
WITH THE MILLENNIUM drawing to a 
close, the signs of the Apocalypse seem clearer 
than ever. Nuclear missiles. Biological warfare. 
Britney Spears in hot pants. And don't think fUm-
makers aren't running to fill the public's wishes 
for some kick-ass end-times spiritual-type films. 
They are. Just ... not always very well. This is the 
first of a series of reviews which tell you what to 
look out for; which movies will set you on the 
highway to heaven and which ones will be playing 
for all eternity in the cinemas of hell. 
Title: Stigmata 
Premise: After receiving a stolen rosary, a 
young woman starts having visions and receives 
stigmata-Jesus' wounds on the Cross. (A rosary is 
a series of beads designed to help people-usually 
Catholics-pray.) 
Summary: Father Andrew Kiernan, the 
ever-doubtful Dana Scully of the Vatican, is 
investigating a statue that weeps blood. The 
priest for whom it weeps lies in his coffin. His 
rosary is stolen and sold to an American tourist, 
who sends it to her daughter, Frankie Paige. 
Suddenly Frankie, a happy-go-lucky party 
girl, is levitating, speaking in tongues, writing in 
Italian and Aramaic, and being lashed, nailed, and 
pierced by an invisible attacker. Father Keirnan 
tries to figure out whether she's faking it or the 
real, divine deal. 
What's good: · Gabriel Byrne as a priest; 
Patricia Arquette as Frankie. Jonathan Pryce 
appears. There's some rather nice religious 
imagery, and Billy Corgan did the soundtrack. 
What's bad: It's a two-hour music video. 
Most music videos are about three minutes long. 
There's a reason. Also, it was poorly researched 
and has a dubious script. 
Comments: Buckle your seat belts and put 
on your crash helmets, because we're off into 
Secularland. Astonishingly, the creators of this 
film have made a movie which is about as anti-
faith as they come. Sure, there are tons of sym-
bols in this ftlm. As Hollywood Jesus points 011t, 
"The divine heart. Doves. Candles. Crosses. Red 
blood (as opposed to mauve-sorry). Flowers." It's 
very nice visually. But window dressing does not a 
religious picture make, and funky music and cam-
erawork doesn't make up for the lack of a script. 
I love Gabriel Byrne and respect Patricia 
Arquette, but not even they can work with the 
tiny amount of material they are given here. 
This is not to say that there's no reason to 
recommend it. There's a nice little scene when 
Byrne declines a ''Vatican discount," and another 
surprisingly good bit which cuts between a 
church service, focusing on the red wine and 
shots of Frankie's blood being tested and sent spi-
raling through tubes. Of course, as soon as it was 
done, I expected to see Frankie looking like a 
deflated· inner tube from blood loss. Yet she goes 
right back to work as though she's just suffered a 
twisted ankle. 
This is just one of many plot holes through 
which one could drive a nail--or a tank. How 
does Frankie get the stigmata-is it contagious 
via rosary? If she's being possessed by the soul of 
a dead priest, why does she try to seduce Father 
Kiernan? Why is the ftlm, and apparently direc-
tor Rupert Wainwright, so virulently anti-
Catholic? Why would the Catholic Church try to 
cover up miracles, let alone a message which 
appears already in the Bible (Luke rpr)? Why 
bring up the Gospel of Thomas when it was con-
sidered heretical for insisting, among other 
things, that Jesus was not human and that salva-
tion was only for a lucky few? And would you 
please cut it out with the stupid religious imagery 
already? 
Judgement: Watch it and roll your eyes. 
Or, better yet, watch The Exorcist, The Name of the 
Rose, the Song of Bernadette, or some old X-Files 
videos. Or just wander on down to the library and 
check out Mariette t'n Ecstasy. Why buy the cow, 
when you can get the spiritual questioning for 
free? 
Title: The Omega Code 
Premise: A young man must rediscover his 
... continued on next page 
An Indonesian Benefit From Bard to Bali 
by Benjamin Blattberg 
THE INSTR UME TS THAT make up 
the gamelan are made primarily from a bronze 
alloy, bamboo, and wood, and yet the sound that 
they make together leads one to conclude that 
exposure to the 
ments of Bali." That 
not all that the night was 
however. 
with the music were s 
the total is more than the sum of its parts. The era! informative 
Balinese Evening on December 8 at the Chapel of given by people n' ,VI"olvP•r1 
the Holy Innocents, was a massive success, earn-
ing around $r8oo for the benefit of an orphanage 
in Indonesia. Though the event did have a dri-
ving force behind it in organizer Emmanuel 
in the event. 
introduction, there 
an essay .on the rei 
between the gamelan an 
Laumonier, one could see that it was the result of Balinese life, read 
group effort. Ehren Hanson, written 
The night opened with a short introduc- lbu ("Mrs.") Suryatini, and translated by Many attendess also spent much time 
tory message by Anthropology Professor Michele Emmanuel Laumonier. Junior Tracy Tubb gave a admiring the decorations, most of which were 
Dominy, who reminded the audience that part of short lecture, expanding on some of the anthro- brought from Indonesia by lbu Suryatini, or 
the reason for the event was to raise money for pological aspects of the gam elan. During the sec- which belonged to various members of the gamelan 
the Panti Asuhan Bina Harapan ("Orphanage ond song the music was accompanied by Miya ensemble. Instead of being a gloomy palace of 
Built Hope") in Bogor, Indonesia. Following was 
the first song, and for many attendees, their first 
exposure to the gamelan music, being played by a 
thirteen people: a mixture of members of the 
gamelan ensemble, including performer Giri 
Mekar Mountain Flower, Bard students, and Ni 
Ketut Suryatini, Fulbright Scholar-in-Residence 
for the 1999-2000 academic year. Valerie 
Thomson said that the night was an "amazing 
Buxton and Nicole Katz dancing in traditional 
Balinese garb. Meanwhile, student volunteers 
busily worked, making the night run smoothly with 
their collective efforts. 
The refreshments that were served 
included Balinese food, much appreciated and 
greatly enjoyed by many. Senior Bard student 
Melissa Tremblay, for one, mentioned that she 
found the food delicious. 
God, the Chapel was transformed in to a place of 
light, hope, and color. 
The second portion of the night featured 
a different selection of percussive instruments, 
played by lbu Suryatini and Edward Herbst, an 
ethnomusicologist who spent several years in Bali 
studying the gamelan, as well as Balinese dance 
and theater. After an introduction by Richard 
. . . continued on page ro 
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Film Review 
Esthetic Explorations in Psychedelic Cinema 
By Logan Beitmen 
0 SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3oth, I went 
down to ew York City to attend the screening 
of "Psychedelic Films" being shown in conjunc-
tion with the ongoing "American Century'' exhi-
bition at the Whitney Museum. The screenings 
lasted until 10 PM, with Warhol's The Velvet 
Underground concluding the day's survey of excit-
ing, sixties-era, avant-garde "expanded cinema." 
Ira Cohen, a minor filmmaker of the psyche-
delic revolution (who is apparently now becoming 
better appreciated), had been invited to speak on 
behalf of his films, one of which was included in 
the Whitney survey. Mr. Cohen began his ram-
blingly endearing monologue with the line: "A 
non-psychedelic can never enlighten a psychedel-
ic," which was received by the standing-room 
audience with bemused enthusiasm. 
Unfortunately, after his long-winded metaphysi-
cal introduction (part of which consisted of an 
anecdote about a girl he knew whose green polka-
dotted skirt held magical powers over frogs), Mr. 
Cohen's film proved less interesting, less meta-
physical, less personal, and less watchable. It 
might have at least had camp value had he not 
been so serious (and "artsy") about it, and had he 
not engaged in such an offensively na1ve 
Orientalism. It was one of those films about mag-
ical sex potions, and Oriental alien-demons with 
slanty eyes, and weird people feeling weird about 
feeling weird. Unlike many of the day's films-
ones which dealt more specifically with the for-
mal properties of the cinematic medium-
Cohen's decadent little piece of hippie kitsch 
now feels embarrassingly dated. 
The Whitney's "Psychedelic Films" showing 
was an interesting opportunity to see which art-
works still feel fresh and relevant over thirty years 
after their inception and which ones no longer 
captivate our minds or even speak our same cul-
tural language. We're sufficiently removed, I 
believe, from the cultural dichotomies of the six-
ties to finally see and accept these films for what 
they are-we can appreciate their visionary 
artistry and technical pioneering as well as the 
semiotic-materialist, psychedelic, and transcen-
dental philosophies that informed their content, 
without having to take a moralistic stance "for" or 
"against" them, or set them up as "bold state-
ments" in the face of historical circumstances. In 
other words, these films are no longer "under-
ground," so there is no longer any reason to 
"excuse" them or lavish praise on them simply 
because they are "progressive," just as there is no 
Matusiewicz continued ... 
faith when he realizes he is helping the Antichrist 
rise to power. 
Summary: Alexander Stone, multibillion-
aire philanthropist, enlists Gillen Lane, motiva-
tional speaker, to help him carry out a plan to do 
lots of good things for the world, among them 
creating a "United World" democracy. In fact, 
Stone is the Antichrist. His rise to power is 
accomplished by following coded messages in the 
apocalyptic books of Daniel and Revelation. 
Good: Interesting premise, and those who 
were thrilled when Indiana] ones hit the books in 
Raiders may enjoy the idea of hidden messages in 
holy texts. Michael York plays Stone, and Casper 
Van Dien (the Starship Troopers guy!) plays Lane. 
longer any reason to decry them as "morally 
repugnant" with the reactionary fear that they 
will lead to a degeneration of cultural standards. 
Whatever cultural revolutions took place in the 
sixties have long been absorbed into mainstream 
American culture. Therefore psychedelia is no 
longer a threat. It's something that parents can 
take their children to see in a museum. 
The films that no longer "work" are the ones 
that rely too heavily on contemporary rock music 
of the time or which are infused superficially with 
"Oriental" or "outer space" motifs, not out of any 
genuine attempt to understand Eastern philoso-
phies or astrophysics or even science fiction, but 
simply because these were common motifs of the 
sixties which would ensure the filmmaker a certain 
It was one of those 
films about magical 
sex potions, and 
Oriental alien-demons 
with slanty eyes, and 
weird people feeling 
weird about feeling 
weird. 
"underground" status and a loyal fan base of acid-
heads and hippie spiritualists. I'm not suggesting 
that Asian culture or galactic metaphor are "inap-
propriate" subjects for a motion picture. In fact, 
all but two or three of the Whitney Museum's 
"Psychedelic Films" validly engaged in some sort 
of mystical "space" discourse. Certain films made 
that discourse meaningful, lively, original, and 
even timeless, through the cinematography that 
consciously struggles with, and inventively 
resolves, formal and historical film issues. 
However, other films shown were merely 
derivative, both formally and conceptually. The 
films which still hold our attention are films 
which take cinema back to the "pure" inventive 
play of Edison and Lumiere, which obsessively 
and innovatively investigate the deconstruction 
of sound and image, subverting traditional docu-
mentary or narrative genres, or seriously attempt-
ed to present a visual abstraction of the neuro-
chemical activities of the Mind. These kinds of 
films merge form and content in simple and yet 
sophisticated demonstrations. 
Nice location shots. 
Bad: So much promise. Why didn't they do 
anything with it? 
Comments: Wow. What do you say about 
a sleeper which hit #10 on the highest-grossing 
list, which packed the second-run theater in 
which I saw it, and which my brother walked out 
of after half an hour to go see the toast scene in 
Superstar? 
I've never studied the impending Apocalypse 
in any depth or detail, but in my travels I have 
studied a bit of religious young adult fiction, 
among which is the surprisingly good Left Behind 
series, from which I picked up a few bits of 
knowledge relevant to The Omega Code. If my feel-
ings were any indication, people who know what 
all this stuff means will get a big kick out of all the 
There is a certain aesthetic and mental purity 
involved in these films-like an ecstatic 
Mondrian, they are films about color, shape, pat-
tern, and time. They are decorative moving maps 
of the repetitive oscillations of the mind. That 
Saturday there was something almost magical (or 
at least very beautiful) about watching the 
motionless silhouettes of a packed audience of 
variable age and race all staring silently and inno-
cently at a flat screen of solid flickering colors, or 
a screen filled with rotating discs or spirals or 
glimmering little colored dots. It's amazing that 
complete awe-inspired silence pervaded the room 
during nearly the whole showing. Let us not for-
get, that in these films, nothing ostensibly "hap-
pens". 
There has always been the prevailing fear 
among the Orwellians of our culture that "tech-
no" films, psychedelic aesthetics, transcendental 
meditation, and the use of New Media will create 
a cold culture of alienation, conformity, thought-
lessness, self-absorption, and false happiness. 
There has also been a widespread irrational fear 
that technology will destroy individuality and 
turn us all into robots. I think that this film series 
shows how we are just beginning to realize that 
the introspective cyberneurology of Jordan 
Belson's early films, for instance, or those of 
James Whitney (both filmmakers who obsessively 
invented new technologies to depict the electro-
chemical structures and visual patterns of a self-
reflexive consciousness) are not mere "trippy'' lit-
tle magic-lantern shows that serve to dumb us 
down like an Orwellian fantasy mind-control 
device. Rather, they are serious investigations of 
psychic discovery. Unlike traditional Hollywood-
style "emotional-rollercoaster" films and televi-
sion sit-coms, these "expanded cinema" movies 
do not force us to think or "feel" in a specific way. 
Rather, they begin to mirror the ways in which 
our own minds function, by analyzing and 
abstracting thoughts or images across a matrix of 
mathematical permutations and non-linear 
"memory-leaps" or disjunctions. Rather than 
"watching" the movie, we begin to watch our-
selves watching the movie. We begin to achieve a 
greater understanding of our own mind when we 
allow ourselves to notice the patterns and shapes 
our thought-webs form rather than focus Oike a 
prisoner in our own brain, a prisoner of our own 
brain's culturally-implanted subliminal noise) on 
the content of the thoughts themselves. 
An example of a film that succeeds in creating 
... continued on page I I 
familiar things in this. It doesn't help that 
Michael York has more ham than an Uncle Billy's 
House of Pork, either. 
As for Biblical accuracy, I don't really know. 
I did learn that the idea of a Bible code is hotly 
debated among scholars, but hey- nobody's ever 
figured out cold fusion, and The Saint wasn't as 
horrible as everyone pretended it was. 
Judgement: If it wasn't for the mild anti-
Semitic and anti-Catholic content, I'd have had a 
brainlessly good time. A pity, though. A movie 
about the Apocalypse shouldn't feature the line, 
"In light of the recent resurrection of the 
prophets of the Lord, we renounce our support!" 
Next: Is Dogma barking up the wrong tree? Will End 
of Days leave you wishing for the end of the film? Tune 
in and find out. 
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Film Review 
The Dangerously Mindless Nihilism of Fight Club 
By Jonah Weiner up 'bad girl,' has rendered the suffering artificial ing and adolescent social commentary that one is THE FIRST RULE that any member of the and, consequently, closed off Jack's escape. able to find the undeveloped traces of some pre-organized brawl society known as the "Fight Luckily for him though, or so he believes, siding intelligence. One wonders if the same Club" consents to is essentially, "keep your Jack soon thereafter makes the acquaintance of crippling corporate culture against which Fincher mouth shut." With the hyper kinetic style and the tiber-subversive, Tyler Durden. Played by presumably attempts to rebel does not have its pace of his most recent film, director David Brad Pitt, Durden is introduced as an attractive teeth sunk too far within him. After all, the MTV Fincher could be seen as effecting the same com- enfant-terrible who spits glamorously at conven- generation style of storytelling exemplified by mand upon his audience. By immersing us in its tion. When Jack's apartment mysteriously bursts movies like Fight Club can be seen as a direct child hectic unreality and then spitting us out, Fight into flames and he is left in need of a place to of the consumerist mentality. Perhaps Fincher Club effectively thwarts any coherent dialogue stay, he makes a phone call to Durden and is and his colleagues are too much a part of what . between moviegoer and movie. We are simply plunged headfirst into an intimate relationship 
not allowed to complete one word (or thought, with everything in himself that wishes to do 
for that matter). 11! 
2 Blasting off of the screen from the first if 
moments of the frenetic opening credit sequence ~ 
all the way through through to the eerily apoca-
lyptic final shot, Fight Club seems to be about little 
more than an explosion. The camera whirls our 
heads in every direction, the ultra-non-linear nar-
rative tosses us in and out of time, and a pound-
ing electronic beat (composed by the Dust 
Brothers) is the nearly constant soundtrack. The 
question we might be prompted to ask, though, if 
we could escape from the hold of this brutal yet 
seductive assault on our senses, is what exactly is 
it that is being so violently and glibly exploded? 
Fight Club's anonymous protagonist, played by 
Edward Norton, (and referred to hereafter as 
''Jack" for clarity's sake) is introduced as a young 
urban professional in the depths of intense per-
sonal crisis. His high-paid position at a major car 
company involves the grim task of coldly calcu-
lating the price of human li fe for purposes of 
cost-effi"Eiency. If, for example, he finds that the 
cost of recalling an automobile known to be dan-
gerous will be more than the amount expected to 
be lost in injury lawsuits, the faulty automobile 
stays on the market. This morally questionable 
task is only one of Jack's problems. 
Moreover, we see that the empty consumer 
culture to which he has made himself a slave, 
body and soul, has left Jack a depressed insomni-
ac. In one early scene which features the com-
puterized special effects that are characteristic of 
much of the flim, a close up of an Ikea catalog 
Jack is looking at turns seamlessly into his own 
apartment. We see him walking through his sur-
real apartment while furniture descriptions and 
prices pop up everywhere maniacally smothering 
the screen (and Jack) with super-imposed white 
text. 
While the computer-generated effects of 
Fight Club often come across as superfluous, they 
are at this point a good touch. Jack is physically 
buried behind trendy sales rhetoric and dollar fig-
ures in a manner similar, we might imagine, to 
the way anything of spiritual worth in his life has 
been submerged by gross materialism. Ikea is not 
the only "yuppified" commodity that makes a 
cameo appearance in Fight Club-Starbucks, 
Apple Computer, and Donna Karan are also 
among the list mentioned. 
Transported by his materialist insomnia into 
a state of walking slumber ("When you have 
insomnia you are never really awake," he says), 
Jack finds therapeutic relief masquerading as a 
dying man in several Church support groups for 
the terminally ill. Touched by the suffering of 
those he meets, Jack is put back in touch with the 
emotional part of himself and able to sleep again. 
That is, until he becomes aware of another sup-
port group faker: a mysterious woman in black 
knowJ;l only as Marla Singer (Helena Bonham 
Carter). Marla, whose character is never truly 
developed beyond the level of a suicidal, drugged-
A Bloody Brad Pitt looking tough as ever .In Fight Club. 
nothing but destroy. Durden urges him on in his 
regression, telling him constantly to "get serious 
about hitting bottom." It is with Durden that 
Jack creates a support group of his own, the 
"Fight Club," and regains touch with himself in a 
far different way. An underground society orga-
nized completely around animalistic hand-to-
hand fighting, the "Fight Club" appeals more 
than just to Durden and Jack-in one of the 
flim's several nightmarish twists we eventually 
learn that "membership" in the club has somehow 
extended itself to the national level. 
Soon enough, the "Fight Club" breaks out of 
its secret location and becomes involved in ter-
rorist acts of ever increasing violence; a campaign 
referred to as Project Mayhem. Distanced a bit 
by this trend, and finally by the fatal police shoot-
ing of one of the "Fight Club" members during an 
act of vandalism on "a piece of corporate art," 
Jack begins to see more and more that his 
involvement in the club and with Tyler Durden 
are things radically different from what he 
thought they were. In what is presumably the 
film's big "shocker," which would not come, in 
fact, as such a shock robbed of Fight Club's pro-
foundly manipulative music video style and the 
high state of suggestibility it has left us in, it is 
revealed that Durden and Jack are one and the 
same person; Durden has been all along a projec-
tion of Jack's own violent id; everything that 
Durden has been responsible for has been, we 
learn, Jack's own deranged doing. This includes 
the initial obliteration of his apartment and, con-
sequently, the symbolic obliteration of Jack's 
material life. In the closing scene Jack, scared by 
this side of himself, attempts an insurrection and 
winds up held hostage by Durden/himself. 
Meanwhile bombs have been planted by Project 
Mayhem throughout the financial district of the 
movie's unnamed metropolis and Marla Singer, a 
would-be love interest of Jack's, has been kid-
napped by club members and brought to watch 
the detonation. It seems by this point that the 
entire American working class has been indoctri-
nated. 
It is with its frenetic sloppiness of narrative 
and directing that Fight Club ultimately fails. At 
best an explosion excellently sustained over two 
hours, it is only through the burning debris of the 
ftlm's supercharged pace, horribly graphic vio-
lence, and wildly uneven blend of both interest-
they purport to rebel against to construct an 
intelligent case against it. 
However, it might be quite confidently 
maintained that the non-rational, non-intellectu-
al urge to destroy, to purify simply by blowing 
things up, is an artistic subject no less valid than 
that of more procreative reform. But this gener-
ous "excuse" for the intellectual imprecision of 
Fight Club only leads to a deeper concern pro-
voked by the film. 
As frightening as the movie's most striking 
mggestion comes off (i.e. that the best escape 
;rom the mindless consumer culture that domi-
nates our generation is to be found in the most 
vicious sadomasochism of a barroom brawl), this 
fear could nonetheless be assuaged by the impor-
tant qualification that Fight Club, with all its sur-
realism and comic aspect, is in essence a satire 
and thus possesses a healthy amount of irony 
within its "messages." The real problem, though, 
is that the effectiveness of any irony is just as 
deadened, just as hard to discern in the slick, 
mouth-watering ornament as is any evidence of 
the ftlm's presiding intelligence. There is, in 
effect, nothing to counterbalance the dead 
weight of Fight Club's anomie destruction. A truly 
frightening question is what today's audiences, 
with their brains beaten into submission by the 
powerfully combined soporific of fast editing, 
fast music, off-angle camera shots and graphic 
violence will come away with after watching 
movies as irredeemably nihilistic as Fight Club. 
Gamelan continued ... 
Davis, Herbst gave an informative and personal 
lecture, punctuated with examples of traditional 
vocal music, which earned him more than one 
round of spontaneous and well-deserved applause. 
Following this, the orchestra played a song com-
posed by Ibu Suryatini, and also sung by Suryatini 
(with the translation spoken by Ehren Hanson). 
Soon after began the well-anticipated 
prize raffle. By coincidence, many people who 
bought raffle tickets were also involved in plan-
ning the event itself. When winners stepped up 
to claim their prizes Emmanuel took a moment to 
thank them: Lee Klima for the use of her kitchen; 
Valerie Thomson for the help of her daughter, 
Samantha Thomson-Ferguson, as a greeter (assist-
ed by her friend Liliam Glynn); Kerry Chance, for 
the help of Bard Aid, et al. Afterward, Lee Klima, 
Raissa St. Pierre, Ketut Suryatini, and Garry 
Kvistad were especially thanked. 
Garry Kvistad, proprietor of Woodstock 
Chimes, and the man who placed the gamelan on 
indefmite loan to Bard College, offered the closing 
remarks, telling of the history of this set of instruments, 
and its history at Bard College. He ended the 
night by thanking those responsible, and all those 
assisting this event. 
Those who have not yet had the chance 
to hear gamelan being played can still catch the 
upcomming concert planned for this spring. 
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Music 
Indie Rock Powerhouses in the Old Gym 
By Melissa Stultz 
based rock group No. 2 featuring members of 
MUCH TO THE DISAPPOINTMENT of Smith's former band Heatmiser. They ripped 
many hopeful fans, Elliott Smith did not join 
friends Quasi and No. 2 at Bard on the night of 
Thursday, ovember 4 as was rumored. Perhaps, 
o. 2 , the opening band featuring members of 
Smith's old rock band Heatmiser, wanted to 
establish themselves apart from Smith, or per-
haps he was weary of traveling to the east coast or 
of playing at colleges where students cradle his 
records in their arms before going to bed. It is 
also possible that Janet Weiss and Sam Coomes 
of headlining band Quasi wanted to play a show 
to fans who were not merely there to see Smith 
play supporting guitar. 
Bard Sophomore Matt Ayres was added to 
the bill just an hour before the music began and 
started the show off playing five beautifully orig-
inal songs and a Radiohead cover on an acoustic 
guitar. Following Ayres was Portland, Oregon 
Psychedelia continued ... 
this effect is Jordan Belson's Phenomena (1965), 
which begins with "electronically-distorted rock 
music, as curvilinear dish shapes of bright cadmi-
um red, crimson, and cerulean blue expand fre-
netically." These patterns fade into heavily dis-
torted images "shot from television through 
warped glass filters" and "obscured by a hailstorm 
of popping confetti-like flashes of red, white, and 
blue." As the images change, the music fades into 
a synthesized accretion of crowd noises. Then, a 
mental leap occurs: 
"Suddenly and quite incongruously we 
hear German Lieder (Belson: 'The epitome of the 
ego personality'). A gorgeous organ-pipe lumina 
display dances across the frame, a shifting align-
ment of fluted columns of phosphorescent colors 
.. . Though Belson calls it a 'gaudy juke-box light-
ing effect,' it is far more beautiful than its prede-
cessors[ works by Thomas Wilfred and Julio le 
Pare]: vertical shafts of white light through which 
move horizontal sheets of emerald, Prussian blue, 
rose madder, pale citron." (Gene Youngblood, 
Expanded Ciema) 
This film-and particularly this portion of 
it-proffered one of the richest encounters of 
any of the day's "psychedelic" motion-picture 
through a set of rock music in support of their 
record just released on Donna Dresch of Team 
Dresch fame's Chainsaw label after introducing 
themselves as "a rock band from Portland." From 
a fan's perspective, No. 2 was full of rock n' roll 
power and got five or six heads and pairs of feet 
moving. From a strictly editorial perspective, 
Smith was greatly missed while listening to this 
band slightly reminiscent of his Heatmiser. 
After No. 2 delivered a full set of rock, 
Quasi, an indie-pop duo formed in 1993, took the 
stage around IO:JO. Weiss, who also plays drums 
in northwest girl-punk band Sleater-Kinney, 
played drums, and Coomes, her ex-husband, 
played electric piano and electric guitar. 
Quasi delivered a long set of moody pop 
music, choosing their set list by drawing song 
titles from a hat. They did have a great deal of 
experiences. In a very straightforward, deliberate 
way, Belson creates the visual counterpart to a 
processed, half-dilapidated rock song, then allows 
this synesthetic musical mode to collapse in upon 
itself, eventually de-volving into the archival-
sounding (though perhaps sped-up and mechani-
cally tweaked) up-beat German Lieder song. This 
song, though at first chirping into the ftlm's con-
sciousness as quite a surprise, clearly relates to 
the distorted rock music from the beginning of 
the fllm. Furthermore, the lumina display accom-
panying the Lieder represents a complex visual 
deconstruction of the aural patterns and decora-
tive trills of the music itself. 
This display contains, at once, the monu-
mental and luminous beauty of a German cathe-
dral or a Wagnerian opera house, and, simultane-
ously, the fun kitschy references to Vegas casinos 
or "gaudy jukeboxes" that Belson himself 
acknowledged. Thus, the scene-despite its 
apparent straightforwardness (i.e. lights moving 
in conjunction with music)-seems to also work 
on a much deeper and more specific level. It rep-
resents the self-conscious (postmodern) recycling 
(and de-cylcling) of fascistic Western pedagogy 
(the German "ego-music'~, and the transforma-
tion of this ridiculous, garish cultural anachro-
material to choose from, selecting songs from 
both their 1998 Up records release Featuring 
"Birds" and their newest record, Field Studies, 
released on the same label in September of this 
year. Both Weiss and Coomes were feeling sick 
on the night of the show and Coomes com-
plained of strained vocal chords. Though Quazi 
has a long way to go before reaching a level of 
success that renders them untouchable to fans, 
they refused to be interviewed at Bard College. 
From past interviews, however, Coomes' 
outlook on his music can be clearly seen. He is 
not interested in the success of Quasi's records as 
much as in working with different sounds and 
instruments. Coomes says, "I think its just natur-
al to want to try and explore different things." 
This outlook can be seen in the progression of 
Quasi's music which has progressed from the 
strictly in die-pop sound of Featuring "Birds" to the 
moody sound of Field Studies, a more stylistic 
record on which the band members incorporate 
strings, theremin, and a near trip-hop track. 
nism into a symbol for our own ridiculous, gaudy, 
ego-imprisoned consciousness. 
As Belson's film continues, he breaks apart 
the musical structure and inserts passages of roar-
ing noise (accompanied by fiery lights) which sug-
gest, according to Belson, "depersonalization, the 
shattering of the ego-bound consciousness, per-
haps through death, perhaps through evolution 
or rebirth." If we allow ourselves to free our 
minds as spectators of the experience of "cinema 
as mind," then Belson's Phenomena becomes a 
concrete, perceptual experience of self-erasure. 
The reasonJordan Belson's films remain rel-
evant and startling while Ira Cohen's films are 
hardly even watchable anymore, is that Cohen's 
films do not transcend a crude representation of 
unimaginative people's confused experiences 
with hallucinogenic drugs, whereas Belson's cine-
ma actually succeeds in imparting a valid (and val-
idating) "psychedelic" experience that you don't 
need drugs to understand. When you watch 
Cohen's films, you're watching other people hav-
ing a particular experience (and not a particularly 
profound one at that). When you watch Belson's 
films, you have the experience. You interact "psy-
chically'' with the sounds and colors and patterns 
of the film's ambiguous progressions. 
Merrit Bookstore Vol. II 
An Independent Bookstore 
Located in the Center of Red Hook 
Books of All Publishers-Books of All Subjects 
914-758-BOOK 
Or visit us on the Web at: 
www.merrittbooks.com 
Readings, Author events, and more ... 
Please visit our store in Millbrook for more fine books 
-· 
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Dear Doctor, 
I'm writing on behalf of a good 
friend who has found herself forced 
into an unpleasant situation. I'll 
call her Lala to preserve her 
anonymity. Lala was a source of 
inspiration to my group of friends 
because she was involved in what 
seemed to be the healthiest rela-
tionship on campus. She had been 
dating a boy (who I'll call Pete) for 
about five to eight months, depending 
on if one counts the summertime. 
Either way, she was pretty heavily 
involved and had grown quite 
attached to Pete. She loved him 
and, perhaps unfortunately, also 
looked up to him as a sweet, sensitive 
and intelligent guy. Then, out of 
the blue, he dumps her for his long-
time "friend", who I'll call Beth. 
He tells her that his relationship 
with Beth needs to go to another 
level, and that while he enjoyed his 
time with Lala, he can't really see 
being with her anymore. Lala is 
understandably crushed, struggling 
to make sense of a world gone mad. 
She doesn't know what to do. 
And then what happens? Pete 
comes crawling back, all sniffly and 
full of regret, proclaiming himself 
an idiot, a fool, basically a big boob. 
He begs like a puppy for forgiveness, 
pledging his devotion to Lala once 
again. Lala hesitates, since her 
trust has been compromised, but 
decides to give him a chance to win 
her back. Things just aren't the 
same though. She thinks that 
maybe she should just break up 
with him for good. I strongly urge 
her to do so, finding him somewhat 
pathetic in his inability to take 
responsibility for his actions and 
emotions. She isn't sure, but 
decides to keep giving the relation-
ship another chance. 
About two weeks later, once 
again out of the blue, Pete dumps 
her once again for Beth. To top it 
all off he has been unfaithful to 
Lala, fooling around with Beth 
while claiming to do "homework". 
He had used his make-up time with 
Lala to make up his mind about 
who he really wanted to be with. 
What a manipulative, selfish jerk! 
This time Lala is pissed. She 
screams at Pete, tells him he's a big 
jerk and a half, and that she thinks 
that he and Beth deserve each 
other. He sniffles again and dives 
into a big pool of self-pity, but Lala 
is unmoved. Luckily, she is sur-
rounded by supportive friends, who 
reassure her that he is the one losing 
a good thing, not her. She is still 
upset though, and sometimes toys 
with the idea of reuniting with 
Pete, as pathetic and insensitive as 
he has proven himself to be. We 
try to convince her otherwise, but 
as we all know, romantic misery is 
hard to console. What can we do 
to insure her healthy transition to 
the world of the joyfully single? 
How can we help her to deal with 
Pete and Beth? 
-Full of concern 
Dear Full of Concern, 
I'm shocked by the tale you 
have to tell. This Pete character 
certainly does sound like a big 
boob. What kind of fool would 
give up the support of such a kind 
girlfriend in such a cruel manner? 
He obviously didn't really know 
how to handle such a good thing, 
since he seems to have gone out of 
his way to disrespect it. I can't 
really render any judgement about 
whether or not he should have 
stayed with Lala, since that's such a 
personal decision, but I am sure 
that he could have handled the 
break-up in a much more tactful 
way. His actions remind me of 
something a good friend of mine 
used to say. She used to refer to 
men who behaved in a particularly 
selfish and entitled manner as suf-
fering from the "Man complex". 
The "man complex" seems to strike 
at random, rendering certain males 
emotionally ignorant and self-
obsessed. They blunder about the 
world, causing chaos and pain wher-
ever they go. Usually this manifests 
in somewhat violent and macho 
behavior, like yelling, punching, and 
forgetting to call their girlfriends 
back. It has been known, however, 
to strike less typical personality 
types, such as the "sensitive"male. 
These cases are the most insidious, 
since to all appearances the afflicted 
individual seems like the wonderful 
guy he's always been. But deep 
inside he's beginning to rot. He's 
losing perspective on how his 
actions impact others and blindly 
turning onto a path of selfish grati-
fication. By the time his peers 
become aware of the damage it is 
usually too late, since the transfor-
mation is nearing the last, fatal 
stages. This time is usually marked 
by constant eating, belching and 
farting and an unusually copious 
amount of saliva. Family members 
who are brave of heart take this 
time to say goodbye to their former 
beloved and start the fmal count-
down. 
I'm not sure how far gone Pete 
is. Hopefully he can still grasp the 
reins of his illness and steer himself 
back to health. If not, he can look 
forward to a much abbreviated stay 
on this planet, not to mention meager 
company (since most people don't 
enjoy being farted and belched on 
constantly). I would recommend 
that he begin his treatment by sincerely 
apologizing to Lala for his insensi-
tive actions. This apology should 
be brief, heartfelt and totally devoid 
of any self-pity. I'm sure that the 
last thing that Lala wants to hear 
about is how shitty Pete feels. 
Then maybe Pete can begin to try 
and understand why he made the 
choices he made. Selfish patterns 
usually don't disappear; they repeat 
in relationship after relationship. 
I hope that Lala continues to 
live as bravely as she can, not letting 
this disappointment hold her back 
from pursuing romance again. As 
long as she remembers that it was 
he, not she, who made the mistake, 
she will be all right. I recommend 
that she take time out to pamper 
herself. She should go out for a 
nice meal, buy some new fun outfits, 
maybe even try a new hairdo. The 
best medicine will be anything that 
makes her feel fulfilled and attractive. 
Got a problem? Write the 
Doctor, Bard's resident 
authority on love, c/o of 
the Observer. Send let-
ters/photos to the 
Observer via campus 
mail. 
CCS continued ... 
misty film of clouds rolling over a wild landscape. 
The shots of the moon tie into the themes of the 
drawings. These moonlit skies and howling 
nights perhaps provide a context for the girls' 
learning the rhythms of their young bodies and 
cycles. 
Snapshots 
The third exhibit at CCS tells the story of a 
man's life. The exhibit presents an intimate biog-
raphy of artist Felix Gonzalez-Torres, told 
through the photographs and loving words he 
sent to his friends between 1990 and 1996. 
Gonzalez-Torres was rising as a young contem-
porary artist when his life ended early in 1996. 
Though Gonzalez-Torres suffered from AIDS, 
he did not allow his illness to consume him in his 
last years of life. Every photograph and note he 
sent to a loved one is filled with what seemed to 
be his intense love for living. 
on loan from his friends, with photocopies of the 
notes displayed next to the pictures. Most of the 
notes express his wish that his friends will find 
the happiness he had found, and the message that 
he was well or trying to be well in the face of his 
illness. He also writes that he wishes his friends 
will find summers full of love, flowers, puppies, 
and slow sunsets. Attached to a photograph of 
purple flowers are the words, "To a joyful, 
healthy, queer, lovely, sunny, warm blue, happy, 
hopeful summer. Summer of love, 1993-" The 
summer of 1994 is marked in the same manner. 
The examples of Gonzalez-Torres' work displayed 
in the exhibit are quiet and contemplative, as in 
his flowers at a gravesite, and the footprints left 
in snow and sand. His work itself, however, does 
not show the man smiling with his puppy and 
much-loved bulldog, Dino, as does the snapshots 
he had sent his friends. Still, some pieces do 
reflect the kind of child-like happiness found in 
his correspondences. Among his body of work, 
for example, is an installation of candy wrapped 
in neon green cellophane that is spread across the 
floor and piled in the corners of the room. And it 
seems only natural that visitors are encouraged to 
take a piece of candy with them. 
The curators of Snapshots explain that includ-
ing Gonzalez-Torres' notes and snapshots pro-
vides an opportunity to know the artist by more 
than just a sum of his work. Amada Cruz, head 
curator at CCS and a friend of Gonzalez-Torres, 
spoke of how the snapshots took on different 
meaning after his death. The snapshots that 
would always come in the mail were always a 
"nice little surprise, something to hang up on the 
refrigerator" said Cruz. "It was after his death 
that we all sort of realized how precious these 
things really were." Cruz hoped that the show 
would be seen not only as an art exhibit but as a 
memorial to a man's life. 
In his travels, Gonzalez-Torres would keep 
in touch with those closest to him by sending 
snapshots with a few words or lines scrawled on 
the back. The exhibit consists of these pictures, 
Snapshots is testimony to the importance of 
memories and how we can put together an under-
standing of a person after his death by gathering 
together what he had given to his friends during 
his life. This exhibit shows that Gonzalez-Torres 
was a man whose courage and love of life spread 
not only through his artwork, but also to those he 
loved in everyday acts of kindness. 
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An Online Film Review for every Sensibility 
by Anne Matuseiwicz 
SOME PEOPLE HAVE simple tastes. When 
they want a movie, they go to the video store and 
get it. If they like it, they like it; if they don't, 
they don't. Other people are more choosy. They 
check out entries in the latest Leonard Maltin 
film book or ask a friend, "Is this good?" And 
then there are the connoisseurs-those who 
check out the online reviews, going online twice 
a day to make sure they're not missing some new 
review. This article is for them. 
For the best in range, one need not look 
beyond www.imdb.com-the Internet Movie 
Databse (IMDb). This is the shrine of film infor-
mation that cross-indexes films, actors, studios, 
and articles. There are comment pages, contests, 
and quotations. It is entirely possible to open the 
IMDb and remain there surfing for several hours, 
unable to extricate oneself. From there it is pos-
sible to link to any one of the following sites. 
If you're looking to maximize your slacking 
experience, on the other hand, Rotten Tomatoes 
is for you. This site gathers reviews, rates them 
with a ripe red juicy tomato or a green squished 
one, and gives you the percent of good reviews as 
well as a comment about the overall rating. 
If you're so lazy you just want the spoilers, 
look no farther than www.screenit.com. Made 
for conscientious parents, Screen It! rates films 
in categories such as "violence," "language," 
"blood & gore," "sex" etc. While often rather 
vague, the warnings usually give a good clue about 
what you can expect in the plot. Screen It! also 
features the occasional review, and it rates videos 
as well as virtually every major new release. The 
perfect site to tell you that your first pick for 
Saturday night's date has a little less imitable 
behavior than you'd hoped. 
For something a little more opinionated, try 
www.family.org. Papal infallibility is nothing 
compared to parental infallibility on this Focus 
on the Family website. That said, the reviews are 
not just for films, but for television shows and 
new albums, so that while you go to check out 
the latest Will Smith flick or the new Meryl 
Streep tearjerker, you can also find out why you 
shouldn't be listening to Blink r82 or watching 
Futurama. Those with a strong stomach and a 
streak of masochism can go through the old arti-
cles and wonder. 
~ 
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Dogma 
MPAA Rating: R 
Distributor: Lions Gate Films 
Director/Actors: Written and directed by Kevin Smilh(Cierks, Chasing Amy) . 
Smith also plays the role of Silent Bob. Ben Affleck as Bartleby; Matt Damon as 
Loki ; Linda Fiorentino as Bethany; George 
Carlin as Cardinal Glick; Salma Hayek as 
Serendipity; Alan Rickman as Metatron; 
Chris Rock as Rufus; Jason Mewes as Jay; 
Alanis Morissette as God 
Reviewed By: Steven Isaac 
Premise: Director Kevin Smith relies 
heavily on his belief that God has a sense 
of humor to justify the film's blatant 
disrespect and blasphemy. The platypus is 
pro1fered as proof. That's the kind of leap In 
logic that fills over two hours of screen 
time. Two angels (Loki and Bartle by) have 
been banished from heaven and forced to 
live in Wisconsin. Desperate to return home, the pair discovers a "loophole" in 
Catholic dogma which allows them to receive forgiveness by walking through an 
archway in a New Jersey cathedral. They must first become human (a feat 
accomplished by hacking o1ftheirwings), then be killed to go to heaven. 
Meanwhile, another angel, Metatron (known as "the voice of God"), appears to 
Bethany (the great, great, great, great . . . niece of Jesus) and instructs her to stop 
the two angels from carrying out their plan . He tells her that, if the angels succeed 
in exploiting the loophole, all existence will be terminated. 
Spiritual Content: Everything has spiritual overtones in Dogma . All of it is rooted in 
biblical truth, then twisted beyond recognition. Hollywood has never done well in . . " 
tft. lnt~roet Z.OOLL, _ __, __ . ~ 
If you're in a perpetually crummy mood, or if 
you hate a movie which everyone else enjoys, 
then you can head on over to Mr. Cranky. 
Portrayed by a purple head that resembles those 
old "Mr. Yuck" stickers that they gave you in 
school to put on poisonous cleaning materials, 
the tone of Mr. Cranky's reviews reflects his 
appearance: perpetually disgusted by the crap he 
is for~ed to endure, he points one fmger down his 
throat in an eternal gagging gesture. His reviews 
often focus on one of two things: how everything 
in the movie is bad, or how one thing in the 
movie is bad. For added cruelty, his ratings range 
from one to four bombs, with the real stinkers 
denoted by a pack of dynamite. Many's the time 
I have left Mr. Cranky's site cackling over the 
sheer nastiness of thf' reviews, and those were all 
for films I liked. 
And finally we come to the crowning glory of 
the internet: www.bfatt-lazy.com. A small yet 
devoted audience has followed these slackers 
through two site failures, numerous horrible 
films, and endless profanities. ot for the faint 
of heart or queasy of stomach, B. Fatt and Lazy 
review in their own inimitable way. Sometimes 
they complain about the horror they are forced 
to survive. Sometimes they dance around a par-
ticularly outstanding flick. Sometimes they write 
about their sex lives, or lack thereof, adding in 
passing that the movie stunk. When left with 
nothing to say about The Sixth Sense, B. Fatt 
wrote about his favorite cereal. Clearly, the 
movies are not the focus by this point, and B. 
Fatt and Lazy have subverted the entire process 
of reviewing. For example, they will add that if 
Antonio Banderas wasn't such a good-looking 
man, they wouldn't even believe him as a good-
looking man, or that The Blair Witch Project 
reminded them of Lazy's home life. And how 
does any movie compare to that? 
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Ode to the Centaur 
much has confounded me of you 
-hybrid mutant beast of myth-
the centaur 
the least of which 
is not anatomy 
having brandies in the bathroom 
of the modern art musum: 
all 
look marvelous peeing under 
bright fluorescent light 
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the inexplicable innards that are result of 
this significant outward appearance 
there are two chests: the first-
going from foot to head-
a section of transitional morph 
from animal to human; the waist comes again 
from here upward to a torso known 
all this humanity is covered in a tweed or pinstripe 
for the discourse to follow: 
an annual conference 
concerning a question of appearance 
and forms of discourse 
are there two hearts 
if not where is the one housed 
there are questions I have about limbs 
which ones do you use to hold another 
is it the human or the animal that 
prevails for purposes of companionship 
in this complication of repeated upper-body 
cloistered nights of alcohol and prescription drugs 
barely were recognizable 
as the circumstantial 
fondness found among local acquaintances 
too well-dressed for local bars and weather 
a probable question of the location of heart 
you have so many possibilities within 
where in do you digest or do you have to eat at all 
separated from reality by peculiarity of facade 
or disorder of long bulbous paths and organs 
aching through and through hunger pains 
a metabolism that cannot cohere with a body 
doing lines in the bathroom 
of the gymnasium 
all the short-
shorted raquet-ball players 
wandered in so mystefied in disgust 
it is possible to imagine 
unimaginable systems within 
the system of neural wiring expanding outward from one head 
a brain must become taxed light-hearted after too little oxygen 
a sustained numb lack of feeling in extremities 
too distanced from a center of human reaction 
to perform anything but something in between 
when it rains little can be done to avoid 
further fumbling with 
sequins and straps 
wetted like the fingers that fumble 
cold and numb for the skin beneath 
with these four legs there below 
you can sit but only lie down 
by David Janik 
ARTS December 7 5, 7 999 
morning 
the birds are 
warbling in the day 
down on the street 
and each 
pigeon is 
a dirty dove 
by David Janik 
. -
black and white photo by Lucas Blalock 
blaclt. and white pboto by Lucas Blalock 
All one poem 
I. I see a green door. I see three 
green doors. Two of them 
are windows. 
2. To cross this sculpture, scoot 
through birdshit (very 
slight the movement of nerves). 
We're almost down. Slow as 
you need. Motion's in 
us , not we in it. I 
The Bard ObseNer 
t rust you. 
J. Phenomenon: after the sweaters 
it's easy. Yellow 
sweater and tables and 
blue sweater and 
car and three 
green doors. So 
simple, no need to talk 
of anything else again. 
4· Motion contains as breath, 
follows the car from very 
high up. What can names 
change? This is the Please 
do not climb on sculpture sculpture, 
by 
5· ow see this 
door green without an 
always meaning of 
blue. This is simply 
what searching. 
6. Where are the pictures? Blocks 
we all play with, green, 
blue, flat on all sides. A 
yellow sweater falls 
through a window in the 
floor of the brain. 
by Kate Schapira 
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to be human 
dusted midnight follows my words to your ears 
a soul lost falling the depths of the seas 
calming emotions 
truth is curbed on my mournful tongue 
but is seldom seen in the room of blessed souls 
they know and understand their deeds 
their past rights to be human is gone now 
PAGE 15 
parents friends strangers seek humility in the face 
the face that will ultimately claim their souls energy life 
force 
when the day comes my eyes will humble themselves 
my tongue will swallow the truth my body will restrain 
but my mind thoughts of truth will run the gauntlet 
dusted midnight follows my thoughts to your eyes 
not sinful to think of the truth do not condemn yourself 
by T. Santana Copeland 
porta roc 
prisoners set free 
guilty by association let crimes be committed 
flying patriots set foot onto forgotten soil 
time slips enabling memories to fade 
set free in united 
a mezcla of blood simmer waiting to be united 
in the common wealth 
forgotten soil await the prince 
to father its future 
by T. Santana Copeland 
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TLS Activities in Progress 
Volunteering at the Grace Smith House 
THE TRUSTEE LEADER SCHOLAR pro-
gram provides an opportunity for motivated stu-
dents to develop their organizational skills. 
There are currently thirty-seven TLS students 
on campus. Most of them were selected during 
the admissions process, though a small number 
of students already in school are admitted to the 
program each spring. TLS students receive fund-
ing consideration in exchange for developing 
their leadership abilities. TLS students design 
and implement community service projects with 
a primary mission to involve as many Bard stu-
dents and community members as possible. 
Contact the TLS students directly to join a pro-
ject, or call Paul Marienthal at ext. 7056 for fur-
ther information. 
Grace Smith House is a domestic violence 
program in Poughkeepsie. It's made up of two 
shelters, one in Millerton, and a follow up pro-
gram. This is my third year volunteering at the 
Poughkeepsie shelter. Bard's involvement with 
this program began when a former TLS student, 
Sarah Davis, began an internship there and start-
ed recruiting other volunteers from the 
community. When Sarah left Bard, I continued 
volunteering and trying to keep the program 
alive. Since then, I've been working with other 
TLS students and community members who 
want to be involved. The initial response to the 
idea of volunteering is great every semester, but 
when it comes down to the commitment 
involved in working at the shelter, most stu-
dents don't have the time to invest. Even so, 
there are always a few people who do join the 
program. My real challenge has been in finding 
students who want to continue after their first 
semester. My continuing goals in working with 
Grace Smith House and Bard are to bring fur-
ther awareness of domestic violence to the com-
munity, and to continue finding committed stu-
dents who want to be involved with the effort. 
Grace Smith House has been running in the 
Poughkeepsie area since 1981, and in that time 
has housed over 2000 women. There is a capaci-
ty for twenty residents , and it is staffed twenty-
four hours a day. Its mission is to enable women 
to free themselves from domestic violence by 
providing them with shelter, assertiveness train-
ing, emotional support, counseling, and skills to 
live independently. In the community, Grace 
Smith House works to create awareness 
through media such as the clothesline project. 
My first experiences at the shelter mainly 
revolved around the children there. Many of the 
children have been abused themselves, but all of 
them grew up in a violent environment and this 
can come out at the shelter. But even kids from 
the worst environments are full of life. Though 
they may act out and they have to deal with 
confusing and conflicting emotions, it's amazing 
to see them in an environment where they don't 
always have to look over their shoulders. For 
some of them, Grace Smith House is the first 
place they've lived without constant fear. 
What I spend most of my time at the shel-
ter doing now is advocacy work and helping 
women navigate the Social Services and court 
systems. Every woman at the shelter is advised 
to apply for public assistance to pay for her shel-
ter stay and to help her get back on to her feet. 
The process of applying can be one of the most 
stressful elements of shelter life for a woman. 
There is a series of interviews that bring out her 
entire past history, and scrutinizes her for her 
eligibility. Some social workers also use these 
interviews to make judgements on the women, 
adding comments like "why don't you just get an 
apartment," or trying to convince them that 
they aren't battered. Many women don't realize 
how little they are left with after leaving a vio-
lent situation until a social worker itemizes 
every one of her remaining assets. She also has 
to meet with the domestic violence liaison, who 
can provide waivers for those elements of the 
process that could put her in danger, such as 
seeking child support from a barterer. This 
interview can be the most distressing, as women 
are required to go into detail about the situa-
tions they left. So many emotions come out in 
that room, as they have to reveal pieces of their 
lives they've never told anyone to a complete 
stranger. 
Even though Social Services is never a pleas-
ant experience, it has given me many opportuni-
ties to spend time with women who I might 
only have known in passing at the shelter. ln the 
hours of waiting before the interviews, and dur-
ing the interviews themselves, women's person-
alities and stories come out. I met a woman a 
week after her nineteenth birthday. She had 
been living with her batterer for three years and 
was battling a drug addiction. We spent most of 
our time together talking about her two kids and 
about her barterer's brother, who was the social 
worker in the next cubicle. I met a mental 
health worker from Tivoli who'd taken her 
patients to Bard on field trips in the past. She 
slit her wrists to get away from her abuser, and 
had to spend an hour convincing the hospital 
officials that she wasn't suicidal, she was just try-
ing to get out. Another woman gave me my 
horoscope in the waiting room and introduced 
me to her sister and her nephew. 
My experiences at Grace Smith House have 
been some of the most rewarding I've had. I've 
been more challenged, more frustrated, and felt 
more needed than I have doing anything else. 
This program is always in need of volunteers to 
help with every aspect of the shelter's opera-
tions, from child care to hotline calls. If you 
think you'd like to get involved, or would like 
more information about Grace Smith House, 
please contact me at ext. 4001. 
-Karen Lamprey 
ERRATA, ISSUE 3, VOLUME 10 
The layout of the Points and Beats 
Retrospective on page 19 inadvertently 
suggested that the poem "Cool Block 
Daddy" was by Kim Fisher. The Observer 
regrets the misleading design; the poem is 
by Reginald Constant. 
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Letters to the Editor and Community 
BARD PUBLIC CHARTER We have 835 people who have 
SCHOOL CONTINUES TO 
INFORM 
To the Editor: 
A group of parents and educa-
tors who worked on creating the 
Bard Public Charter School in col-
laboration with Bard College 
believe that this initiative will have 
a long term positive impact on local 
public education. We have designed 
a charter school proposal with a 
challenging arts integrated curricu-
lum emphasizing local, natural, cul-
tural , and historical resources. 
Every student will learn a second 
language beginning in kindergarte. 
Goals for each student are based on 
individual learning styles and mas-
tery of skills. We anticipate on-
going parental involvement in 
school governance, evaluation and 
as volunteers. As a new school, we 
will be able to construct a culture 
based on our mission. 
By starting a new school, the 
concerned citizens involved with 
the BPCS hope to bring education-
al dialogue back into the communi-
ty. Nationally, charter schools have 
proven to bring innovative changes 
that have a positive ripple effect 
that benefits existing schools. 
Currently there are seven national 
and state studies that consider the 
effect that charter schools have on 
their peer district. Six demonstrate 
a positive ripple effect. In Caroline 
Hoxby's Harvard study, she found" 
that public schools react to compe-
tition by offering better schooling 
and reducing costs. Increased com-
petition results in significant 
improvements in student test 
scores, educational attainments and 
wages. Parents with greater choice 
are more involved in their child's 
schooling and prefer a higher stan-
dard of achievement for both their 
children (academic achievement) 
and their chosen school (standards 
and discipline)." The BPCS can act 
as a catalyst for renewed energy 
towards education in the communi-
ty. It is already happening. 
Can one school answer the 
needs of all students and all par-
ents/guardians? The answer is no, 
and that answer points to the cru-
cial necessity for school choice. The 
U.S. education system has long 
offered some limited options 
through magnet schools, small 
schools within a large school (as was 
suggested by a parent at the Red 
Hook public hearing), through 
alternative schools and, in the last 
fifteen years, through charter 
schools. Hundreds of parents from 
Red Hook, Rhinebeck, and 20 
other school districts have respond-
ed positively to the BPCS initiative. 
asked to be on our mailing list. 
State Commissioner of 
Education, Richard Mills, has rec-
ommended that superintendents 
stop challenging charter schools 
and instead start listening closely to 
parents. How about a public hear-
ing on the educational needs of our 
children? The BPCS Board has 
taken care to try to establish con-
structive relationships with the 
local schools, rather than to criti-
cize. Our goal is to work in cooper-
ation with local schools, both in 
improving educational opportuni-
ties for students and in bringing 
additional grant monies to all 
schools. 
A defmition of school choice 
recently published in the Gazette 
Advertiser includes the following 
options: moving to another district, 
home schooling, or private school-
ing. These choices depend on the 
parents ability to pay the cost of 
moving, of staying home rather 
than working, paying the tuition for 
religious schools ranging from 
$3000 to $7000 or the tuition for 
independent schools ranging from 
$9000 to $r6ooo. How many of us 
can take advantage of these options 
for school choice? The BPCS will 
represent educational choice, not 
elitism. If there are more applica-
tions than spaces, then admission 
will be determined by a public lot-
tery. The families not attending the 
charter school will not be left 
behind . They will have the oppor-
tunity be involved in the process of 
effecting change as they deem 
appropriate by the parents, teach-
ers, and administrators in their 
school. 
At the BPCS our primary 
emphasis is on education. However, 
we have expressed our deep con-
cerns with public school funding at 
our public meetings and on radio, 
television and in print. The sup-
porters of the charter school 
believe that the fmancial impact of 
a charter school is a problem that 
can be solved. Senator Steve Saland 
is actively working on a proposal for 
cushion funding in districts which 
may be financially affected by the 
establishment of a charter school. 
Senator Saland is prefiling this pro-
posal in order to have it acted upon 
as soon as the legislature convenes 
in January. The BPCS board has 
spoken to Steve Saland about ways 
to support his initiative. At the 
BPCS open house on November 
14th, a petition was circulated by 
members of the initiative advocat-
ing both a charter school and cush-
ion funding for the district. We are 
also hopeful that the BPCS will 
serve as a catalyst for a State review 
of districts like Red Hook that 
have State funding that is limited 
by transition caps. 
There will be a financial change 
in local school budgets. No one 
knows fully the cost implications of 
all the variables. State allocations 
have not been set. We do not know 
how many students from which dis-
tricts will apply to the BPCS. We 
do not know if and when Senator 
Saland's proposal for cushion fund-
ing will be implemented. The BPCS 
will open with 120 spaces in K-4 
classes. It is planned that 51% of 
the students will come from the 
Red School District, with the 
remaining 49% coming from 20 
surrounding districts (based on 
mailing list interest). 
The BPCS will receive from 
Red Hook $6,777 for each Red 
Hook student who attends the 
BPCS. If 61 students from Red 
Hook District attend the BPCS, 
that would be roughly $4oo,ooo , 
or r.5% of Red Hook District's $23 
million budget for this year. The 
Red Hook School District spends 
$2 in supervision, materials and 
supplies, health services, psycholog-
ical services, textbooks, debt ser-
vice, etc. for every $1 it spends on 
salaries. This multiplier could repre-
sent further savings involved with 
not educating those 61 students. 
For illustrative purposes, Red Hook 
spends $844,000 on operating 
buildings; $r.o million on trans-
portation, $864,000 on supervi-
sion; and $2.2 million on adminis-
tration. It is difficult to understand 
that there can be no further savings 
in any of these areas. Red Hook, 
Rhinebeck and surrounding dis-
tricts will know before their bud-
gets are due how many students will 
be attending the BPCS and will be 
able to plan accordingly. 
There are inequities in the 
funding of schools. In New York, 
charter school funding comes 
directly through each student's 
local district, causing concern in 
virtually every charter school/exist-
ing school relationship in the state. 
But another area of inequity is that 
the charter school receives only 
68% ($6,777 per child) of what the 
home district feels it necessary to 
educate children locally ($9.951). 
Charter schools receive no funding 
for facilities unlike the existing Red 
Hook School which will receive 
approximately 85% reimbursement 
from the State for its new $27 mil-
lion building program. The BPCS 
must raise funds to fulfill its educa-
tional mission and to build and 
maintain its school facility. The 
new charter school can help absorb 
the increasing student population 
estimated at 40-50 children a year 
in Red Hook alone, without costing 
the local taxpayers for class space 
which will be needed in the future. 
In closing, we respect differ-
ences in perspectives and look for-
ward to continued debate that is 
not personalized. The BPCS is a 
community initiative. As a board, 
we stand together in our effort with 
over one hundred parents and con-
cerned citizens who are on various 
committees. Our goal is to bring 
the entire community together to 
improve education for all students. 
The Bard Public Charter School Board 
Kimba Baker 
Jim Brudvig 
] ulia Crowley 
Liza Donnelly 
Dziugas Grybauskas 
Christopher Lindner 
Kristine Menell 
Ray Peterson 
Robbie Puglisi 
Peter Sweeny, Board President 
Susan Hinkle, Project Director 
LOCALSUPPORTFORTHE 
CHARTER SCHOOL 
Dear Editor, 
I support educational reform in 
principle and the Bard Public 
Charter School initiative in particu-
lar. 
My children are dyslexic but 
even if they were more typical stu-
dents, I would still support educa-
tional reform. My public education 
failed me as it does countless chil-
dren every year. Not every child fits 
the mold, yet we continue to edu-
cate as though we are fabricating 
test takers instead of nuturing each 
child as a precious and unique 
resource. I worked on the mission 
statement for the charter school. 
My mission statement for the 
school read as followed: 
"The Bard Charter School 
mentors each student on an individ-
ual basis." 
"We support and honor acade-
mic excellence, integrity, joy, 
courage, compassion and commit-
ment in the spiritual, intellectual, 
and physical growth and health of 
our students, our teachers, our 
schools, and our communities." 
I envision the BPCS as a cata-
lyst for change and an exciting 
opportunity for our local communi-
ties. The Red Hook and Rhinebeck 
districts have benefited from a rela-
tionship with Bard College. How 
exciting to imagine the resources of 
a prominent college being extended 
to our public schools. My children 
may never directly benefit from this 
particular initiative, but I know 
... continued on next page 
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Misconceptions 
IT SEEMS there is a 
strange vibe about 
B.R.A.V.E. with many 
people on campus. Some 
people don't, have good 
feelings about B.R.A.V.E. 
as an organization. A lot 
of these feelings have to do with 
misunderstanding what B.R.A.V.E. 
really is and does. So here goes. 
B.R.A.V.E (Bard Response to 
Rape and Associated Violence 
Education) is mainly an educating 
and counseling service. We help 
educate people, on and sometimes 
off campus, about rape, sexual 
harassment, domestic violence and 
other related issues. We also learn 
a lot ourselves in the process. The 
education part of the program is 
important, because we help create 
awareness. 
Counseling also requires going 
through a very intensive training 
program of a week's time during 
winter inter-session to prepare our-
selves as counselors. What is 
included in counseling? If a person 
needs to talk about anything: a past 
experience, something that hap-
pened to a friend, someone making 
them uncomfortable, a family prob-
lem, something happening at the 
moment that worries them, any-
thing, they can always speak to a 
B.R.A.V.E. Counselor. There is 
always one on beeper 24 hours a 
Letters continuted 
they will benefit indirectly. The 
small amount of money the charter 
schools will divert from our tradi-
tional schools (less than 2% of any 
individual district?) will be amply 
repaid in developing our dialogues 
about education and community. It 
is the only public school choice we 
have been offered.It is time for us 
to support all our schools, not just 
our public schools, but our private 
schools. 
It is time for us to support our 
home schooled children; it is time 
for us to support our teachers, our 
children and our communities. It is 
time for us to think creatively and 
constructively about how and why 
we educate our children and how 
we can all do a better job. 
Susan Jane Appollo 
A FINE TRADITION? 
Dear Students, 
Let's address some of the 
health effects and fallout from the 
Drag Race party this year. What 
was meant to be a celebration of 
cross-dressing has in fact become a 
mockery of that fine tradition. The 
level of discomfort some students 
have with cross-dressing and sexual 
diversity is exhibited by their need 
to numb their senses to stuporous 
levels with drugs and alcohol, caus-
day, office hours are on Wednesday 
4-6 p.m., or they can just go up to 
someone they know who is a 
B.R.A.V.E. Counselor. No issue is 
too small. Counselors are there to 
listen and offer options. It doesn't 
have to be an emergency for some-
one to call the beeper or office. 
Counselors are also there to answer 
any questions people many have, 
and it is entirely confidential. 
This is what B.R.A. V.E. is not. 
B.R.A.V.E. is not campus 
police. When something goes 
wrong, we cannot go after the 
wrongdoer. We can only offer 
counseling and options to people 
who come for help. B.R.A.V.E. can 
assist in getting someone to the 
right people who will go after the 
person who violated his or her 
rights. 
B.R.A.V.E. is also not an anti-
sex organization. B.R.A.V.E. is in 
favor of good, happy, consensual 
sex. We're ok with people having 
all the consensual sex they want .. 
What we are against is rape and 
other forms of sexual violence. 
Hopefully this clears up any 
misconceptions about B.R.A.V.E., 
what we do and what we stand for. 
If you have any questions, don't 
hesitate to speak to a B.R.A.V.E. 
member. We are open to any ques-
tions that anyone may have. 
-Aiisson Garib 
ing all sorts of negative impact on 
the individuals and the community 
at large. 
There were five ambulance 
runs to Northern Dutchess 
Hospital due to alcohol poisoning. 
In our rural community, basic 
ambulance service is provided by 
volunteers. Consider the local 
ambulance volunteer on call that 
weekend who receives five calls to 
take drunken and frequently vomit-
ing Bard students to the hospital. 
Consider the emergency room staff 
when yet another weekend shift is 
spent tending not one self-inflicted 
alcohol poisoning but five from 
Bard in addition to their regular 
duties. Is the attitude on campus 
"well that's their job?" We try to 
foster positive relationships with 
these community members because 
we rely on them to care for stu-
dents when emergency strikes. 
What do weekends like these do to 
our community relations? Did you 
know that all these emergency 
room visits for intoxication or drug 
overdose are not covered by insur-
ance because they are considered 
self-inflicted? 
After the Drag Race the past 
few years, we have seen an increase 
in emergency contraception use, 
gastritis, unplanned pregnancies, 
unremembered sexual experience 
(sex during a blackout or pass out), 
0 Speaks 
(/) MR. CHARLES 
Cl) BARRON, CEO of 
~ Dynamics of Leadership 
u..J based in New York City, 
came to Bard College on 
Thursday November 19th to give a 
conference on leadership to mem-
bers and friends of the Bard Black 
Student Organization (BBSO). 
After the participants had a dinner, 
lovingly prepared by some of the 
BBSO members, the conference · 
began. Mr. Barron had prepared a 
tape of some of his various lifetime 
achievements. This man is a wealth 
of knowledge and inspiration. 
I sat in awe as I watched him 
explain Ebonies on a television 
show segment to two people who 
clearly knew more about it than I 
but were confused none the less. 
Mr. Barron was trying to shine the 
light of understanding upon them, 
although they failed to come to an 
agreement. As Mr. Barron 
explained it, Ebonies is a different 
language that uses English words, 
though it is not English. Ebonies 
has its own syntax, etymology, and 
epistemology, among its other 
unique features (i.e. its own gram-
mar). These characteristics are 
what make it a language. He com-
pared Ebonies to Gullah, Pidgin, 
Creole and German. A person who 
speaks Creole speaks a mixture of 
words from different languages and 
uses one set of grammatical rules; a 
person who speaks Pidgin or 
Gullah is likewise understood to 
speak a different language. He 
cited an example of a German stu-
dent saying "Give me the liberty or 
give me the death." The teacher 
corrected him by saying "No, that 
is the German way of saying it." the 
teacher understood that the stu-
dent, in his native tongue, would 
use the definite articles in front of 
liberty and death. The teacher 
would not tell the student that he 
spoke poor English because the 
teacher would know he was speak-
ing German using English words. 
Likewise when a Black person 
speaks Ebonies that person is not 
speaking bad English but another 
language entirely, yet is using 
English words. He differentiated 
between slang as a superficial 
vocabulary imposed on a language 
and a language, which is a way of 
speaking with rules of grammar. 
Mr. Barron therefore encouraged 
and general sickness due to 
depressed immune systems. This 
year is proving to be more of the 
same. The tears, the sickness, the 
STD's, the pregnancy worries, the 
negative impact on self-esteem, the 
fmancial burden to those who over-
indulged and sought help-we ask 
you, was it worth it? 
We offer this perspective for 
those who might reconsider what is 
that Ebonies be used as a bridge 
program to teach English. He cited 
examples of the success of these 
programs and encouraged their 
continuance. Mr. Barron was also 
able to cite a world organization of 
linguists to back up all of his state-
ments. 
Other segments of the tape 
had Mr. Barron debating a former 
Police Commissioner of ew York 
City for racial profiling among 
other forms of police terrorism; 
Mr. Barron leading a demonstra-
tion in front of the South African 
Embassy in ew York getting him-
self and many other political figures 
arrested, among them The People's 
Mayor David Dinkins; Mr. Barron's 
commercial for his campaign for 
City Council of New York with 
speeches by is pastor and Mayor 
Dinkins. With this tape Mr. 
Barron very modestly established 
his credibility and worthiness as a 
speaker on leadership. 
The conference proceeded 
with Mr. Barron leading a discus-
sion on the nature of leadership. 
His manner managed to be outgo-
ing and inclusive yet allowed him 
to remain in unquestionable con-
trol of the exchange. We discussed 
generic topics of organizations spe-
cific to us. We learned about the 
history of Black Student 
Organizations, who started them, 
where the first one was, and why 
they began. We were told that 
although Black students are small 
in number here at Bard College, we 
should make our presence known 
by our contributions to the 
College. 
Towards the end of the con-
ference he reminded us of our part 
in a legacy of Black history, com-
munity, and achievement. He 
reminded us that although the pre-
sent trend of thought among our 
people was to 'get their own and 
run for it' we come from a tradition 
of men and women who help each 
other. He told us that back in his 
day when a child was sent off to 
college it was for the child but also 
for the people. He ended the con-
ference by telling us what Black 
parents have been telling Black 
children for generations: "You are 
ambassadors of your family and of 
your race. You have an opportunity 
to make a difference. Do not forget 
where you came from and when 
you got your education, go back 
there and help those who need 
'·'you." -Ann Marie Rhodes 
a true celebration of drag. It should 
not be a cause for drinking and 
drugging to stuporous oblivion and 
near-death doses of alcohol. 
Truly, 
Marsha R. Davis, F.N.P. 
Barbarajean Briskey, F.N.P. 
Peggy Mantey, R.N. 
Health Service 
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protests in Seattle, members of 
Bard's Student Action Collective, 
Earth Coalition, and the Student 
Labor Coalition voiced their 
opposition to the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) in New 
York City. Critics of the WTO 
come from a broad range of 
political and economic philoso-
phies. The rally in New York 
included Students for a Free 
T ibet, garment workers, union 
workers, environmentalists, and 
the United Students Against 
Sweatshops. 
These activists all joined the 
WTO protests, because the 
W TO represents and enforces an 
ethic of placing profits before 
people. The goal of the WTO is 
to facilitate trade among mem-
ber nations by removing trade 
"barriers" and using punitive measures 
to enforce the removal of these barri-
ers. 
Environmental standards, labor 
standards, safety standards, animal 
rights standards, policies that support 
struggling economies, product labeling, 
and national and local laws are all con-
sidered "barriers" if they reduce multi-
national corporate profits. The WTO 
has a court system that is not open to 
the public which makes rulings on 
these issues. When a country is sued 
for placing trade barriers, citizens have 
no ability to give testimony, give input, 
or even get a transcript of the proceed-
ings. 
Multinational corporations have 
ruled on the side ~f corporate profits in 
every case brought to the WTO. They 
ruled that the European Union cannot 
ban hormone treated beef, the United 
States cannot label dolphin safe tuna, 
Canada cannot ban a toxic chemical, 
and struck down other laws that had 
popular support and were designed to 
protect the people. 
The WTO is an agreement among 
IJ4 countries to disregard ostensibly 
democratically-created laws in favor of 
corporate profits. Furthermore, people 
are barred from participating in WTO 
agreements and court decisions. 
Before the recent protests, few people 
even knew about the WTO, never 
mind supported it. The WTO is 
designed to maximize corporate prof-
its. Democracy, health, quality of life, 
the environment, labor standards, 
human rights, or anything else that is 
not "free" trade, is not considered. 
The very structure of the WTO is 
designed to make the wealthy wealthier 
at the expense of everyone else. This 
fact is why protests against the WTO 
have such a broad support, and why 
Bard students recently attended the 
solidarity rally in the city and continue 
to organize against it. Representative 
of what the WTO stands for, the 
Seattle police reacted to non-violent 
protesters by spraying them with tear 
gas and pepper spray, shooting them 
with rubber bullets, beating them with 
batons, then suspended all democratic 
laws by declaring "a state of emergency" 
and placing Seattle under martial law. 
Activists from around the world 
who put people before profits have 
joined together in their fight against 
the WTO and the oppressive structure 
it enforces. -Michael Chameides 
December 15, 1999 
WHEN JOE MCPHEE SPOKE to an 
audience of students at a workshop 
here at Bard last fall, the iconoclastic 
musician emphasized the idea of being 
inside the sound. According to him, 
this has to do with the practice of 
intense concentration and "deep listening" 
(to use a phrase coined by McPhee's 
friend, composer Pauline Oliveros). 
Hearing him in concert, one realizes 
that this way of describing the music 
extends to the listener as well. At most 
concerts, one is able to detach him or 
herself from the performance and think 
about other things. McPhee's music, 
however, is immersive-it radiates in all 
directions. He seems to have the abilli-
ty to make an entire room resonate 
with only a saxophone or trumpet. 
Now, a year later, students have 
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had the opportunity to experience 
McPhee's artistry once again, while he 
played a solo concert last Thursday 
(12/9) in Blum Hall. McPhee was com-
ing off of a European tour and the 
recent release of several career defining 
recordings. Among these releases is 
the debut of McPhee's working group 
Trio X (on CIMP) and a great duo 
album with the trio's bassist Dominic 
Duval (Cadence). However, the solo 
context is quite possibly the best set-
ting in which to hear McPhee's individ-
ualistic approach. Listening to him 
explore the farthest reaches of his 
instrument (he plays most members of 
the reed and brass families, as well as 
piano and electronics), is analogous to 
watching someone hold an object up to 
the light and explore its facets from 
every possible angle. 
Looking over McPhee's history is 
helpful in understanding the combina-
tion of elements that co-exist in his 
playing. He was born in 1939 in Florida 
and received his first musical lessons 
from his father, a trumpeter. As a 
young man, McPhee arrived in New 
York City in the midst of a revolution 
in]azz (labeled Free Jazz by many), and 
hooked up with radical saxophonist 
Clifford Thornton. A few years later, 
after the death of John Coltrane and 
the subsequent fracturing of the New 
York scene, McPhee headed north and 
ended up settling in the Hudson 
Valley. During a teaching stint at 
Vassar College's Black Studies 
Program, he started a collaborative 
label with painter CraigJohnson called 
. CJR Records and began releasing his 
own recordings in earnest. The music 
contained on these albums eventually 
caught the ear of Swiss businessman 
Werner Uehlinger. This led directly to 
the creation of Hat Hut Records, the 
label which documented many of 
McPhee's most powerful statements. 
Over the next two decades, 
McPhee toured extensively throughout 
Europe. He performed and recorded 
with a broad range of European free 
improvisers and forming international 
ensembles that realized his complex 
and conceptualy rigorous compositions. 
At the outset of the eighties, McPhee's 
work came to the attention Pauline 
Oliveros, a brilliant experimental com-
poser and pioneer of electronic music. 
Their work together greatly influenced 
McPhee to .investigate the areas of 
extended instrumental and electronic 
technique. Since then, the two have 
played together often and McPhee has 
composed for Oliveros' ensemble, the 
Deep Listening Band. 
-Dan Hirsch 
